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La Chamaca Machaca ~ Machaca the Ostrich

Vocabulary

Semillitas de Aprendizaje™ 
Preschool Math Books

1 - El Libro del Uno ~ The Book of One
El Libro del Uno ~ The Book of One 
presents photos of different farm animals 
on each page with the numeral one and 
corresponding text in English and Spanish. 
This book is designed to help children build 
basic math concepts of understanding the 
concept of number and seeing one-to-one 
correspondence.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-20-9; 16 Pages]

Palabras Nuevas
burro
gallina
borrego
llama
chivo
caballo
uno

New Words
donkey
hen
ram
llama
goat
horse
one

2 - El Libro del Dos ~ The Book of Two
El Libro del Dos ~ The Book of Two shows 
photos of different farm animal pairs 
on each page with the numeral two and 
corresponding text in English and Spanish. 
This book is designed to help children 
build basic math concepts of understanding 
the concept of number, developing basic 
counting techniques and identifying one-to-
one correspondence.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-21-6; 16 Pages]

Palabras Nuevas
gatos
vacas
borregos
llamas
chivos
caballos
dos

New Words
cats
cows
sheep
llamas
goats
horses
two

3 - El Libro del Tres ~ The Book of Three
With photos of farm animals in sets of 
one, two and three, El Libro del Tres ~ The 
Book of Three introduces basic addition 
and subtraction equations (1 + 2 = 3) with 
descriptive text in English and Spanish. This 
book is designed to help children build basic 
math concepts of understanding the concept 
of number, developing basic counting 
techniques and identifying one-to-one correspondence.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-22-3; 16 Pages]

Palabras Nuevas
yegua
potrillo
galopando
campo
pollito
gallo
gallina
tres

New Words
mare
colt
galloping
pasture
chick
rooster
hen
three

4 - El Libro del Cuatro ~ The Book of Four
El Libro del Cuatro ~ The Book of Four 
introduces basic addition and subtraction 
equations (1 + 1 + 1 + 1 = 4) while children 
count the animals in the photographs. 
Narrative in English and Spanish describes 
what’s happing in the photos. This book is 
designed to help children build basic math 
concepts of understanding the concept of 
number, developing basic

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-23-0; 16 Pages]

Palabras Nuevas
gallinas
escarbando
granitos
cero
dominós
cuatro

New Words
hens
scratching
grain
zero
dominoes
four

5 - El Libro del Cinco ~ The Book of Five
El Libro del Cinco ~ The Book of Five 
introduces addition and subtraction 
while children count the animals in the 
photographs. Narrative in English and 
Spanish describes what’s happening in 
the photos. This book is designed to 
help children build basic math concepts 
of counting concrete objects to five, 
identifying one-to-one correspondence, 
and recognizing the concepts greater than and less than.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-24-7; 16 Pages]

Palabras Nuevas
biblioteca
fútbol soccer
más que
menos que
más grande
más pequeño

New Words
library
soccer
greater than
less than
biggest
littlest
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6 - Vamos a Contar Hasta el Cinco ~ Let’s Count to Five
Vamos a Contar Hasta el Cinco ~ 
Let’s Count to Five presents photos of 
different farm animals on each page 
with the numerals one through five and 
corresponding text in English and Spanish. 
This book is designed to help children build 
basic math concepts of counting concrete 
objects to five and comparing the numbers 
of concrete objects.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-25-4; 16 Pages]

Palabras Nuevas
borrego
cerdo
gallinas
amigos
llamas
vacas

New Words
lamb
pig
hens
friends
llamas
cows

7 - El Libro de las Formas ~ The Book of Shapes
With photos of farm scenes, El Libro 
de las Formas ~ The Book of Shapes 
highlights shapes in the natural world, with 
descriptive text in English and Spanish. 
This book is designed to help children 
develop concepts of shape.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-26-1; 16 Pages]

Palabras Nuevas
corazón
cuadrado
octágono
triángulo
óvalo
rombo
rectángulo
estrella
círculo
pentágono

New Words
heart
square
octagon
triangle
oval
rhombus
rectangle
star
circle
pentagon

8 - El Libro de las Ubicaciones ~ The Book of Positions
The photographs in El Libro de las 
Ubicaciones ~ The Book of Positions show 
farm animals in different positions (under, 
next to, above, etc.) in relation to each 
other with descriptive text in English 
and Spanish. This book is designed to 
help children build math and spatial 
sense concepts of using words to indicate 
location.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-27-8; 16 Pages]

Palabras Nuevas
ubicaciones
sobre
al lado de
debajo de
detrás de
frente a

dentro de
entre
lejos de
caballo palomino
cerca de
potrillo

New Words
positions
on top of
next to
under
behind
in front

in
between
far away
palomino horse
near
foal

9 - El Libro de los Opuestos ~ The Book of Opposites
The photographs in El Libro de los Opuestos 
~ The Book of Opposites compare farm 
animals and scenes with each other 
(small-large, more-less, etc.) in relation 
to each other with descriptive text in 
English and Spanish. This book is designed 
to help children build math concepts of 
making comparisons between objects, 
and describing similarities and differences 
between objects.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-28-5; 16 Pages]

Palabras Nuevas
alto – bajo
grande – pequeño
viejo – nuevo
flaco – gordo
liviano – pesado
estrecho – ancho
arriba – abajo
ninguna – algunas

New Words
tall – short
large – small
old – new
thin – fat
light – heavy
narrow – wide
higher – lower
none – some

10 - Una Semana de Opuestos ~ A Week of Opposites
Una Semana de Opuestos ~ A Week of 
Opposites presents photos of farm animals 
in different positions, relationships and 
settings (asleep-awake, big-little, etc.) with 
descriptive text in English and Spanish, 
including days of the week. This book 
is designed to help children build basic 
concepts of describing similarities and 
differences between objects.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-29-2; 16 Pages]

Palabras Nuevas
opuestos
hacia adelante – hacia atrás
parado – acostado
oscuro – claro
vacío - lleno
ayer
cuernos
nido
lana

New Words
opposites
forward – backward
standing up – lying down
dark – light
empty - full
yesterday
horns
nest
wool
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11 - El Libro de Acciones ~ The Book of Actions
El Libro de Acciones ~ The Book of Actions 
shows photos of farm animals performing 
different actions (drinking, sleeping, 
smiling, etc.) with corresponding text 
in English and Spanish. This book is 
designed to help children build basic 
physical development concepts of 
exploring moving in space and moving 
the body in different ways (e.g., running, 
jumping, hopping).

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-30-8; 16 Pages]

Palabras Nuevas
saltando
comiendo
descansando
escondiéndose
mirando
sonriendo
bebiendo

gallinas
alimentarnos
cobijas
trabajo

New Words
jumping
eating
resting
hiding
looking
smiling
drinking

12 - Todos Tenemos una Voz ~ We All Have a Voice
With close-up photos of farm animals, 
Todos Tenemos una Voz ~ We All Have a 
Voice describes in English and Spanish the 
sound each animal is making and invites 
the reader to make each sound. This book 
is designed to help children build concepts 
of verbal expression in making comparisons 
among various verbal expressions and 
concepts of social development in 
recognizing verbal expression among living things.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-31-5; 16 Pages]

Palabras Nuevas
voz
borrego
cerdo
gallo
gallina
pollito
paloma

New Words
voice
lamb
pig
rooster
hen
chick
dove

13 - Todos Tenemos Algo que Aportar ~ 
Each One of Us Has a Gift to Give
In rhythmic patterns, Todos Tenemos Algo 
que Aportar ~ Each One of Us Has a Gift to 
Give describes in English and Spanish the 
gifts the animals in the photographs give 
and then invites the reader to think of his or 
her own gifts. This book is designed to help 
children build social development concepts 
of recognizing the gifts of others and one’s 
own gifts, and recognizing that we all have 
gifts to give.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-32-2; 16 Pages]

Palabras Nuevas
aportar
lana
fuerza

New Words
give
wool
strength

hens
nourish
blankets
work

14 - Conociendo el Cuerpo ~ Learning About My Body
Conociendo el Cuerpo ~ Learning About 
My Body describes in English and Spanish 
the animals’ body parts and asks the reader 
to find those same parts on themselves 
(eyes, ears, etc.). This book is designed to 
help children build personal and social 
development concepts of recognizing body 
parts and their functions.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-33-9; 16 Pages]

Palabras Nuevas
cabeza
cuello
pies
nariz
piernas
ojos
boca
dientes
orejas
lengua
manos
patas

New Words
head
neck
feet
nose
legs
eyes 
mouth
teeth
ears
tongue
hands
paws

15 - El Libro de la Alegría ~ The Book of Joy
The photographs in El Libro de la Alegría ~ 
The Book of Joy cleverly show farm animals 
in joyous relationship with each other 
(playing, taking a nap with mom, etc.) with 
descriptive text in English and Spanish. 
This book is designed to help children build 
science concepts of recognizing that living 
beings have similar needs.

[ISBN: 978-1-935737-34-6; 16 Pages]

Palabras Nuevas
alegría
amando
siesta
compartiendo
familia
amigos
viejo
nuevo

New Words
joy
loving
nap
sharing
family
friends
old
new


